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1. 

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
DETERMINING LOCATION OF ABASE 

STATION USING A PLURALITY OF MOBILE 
STATIONS IN A WIRELESS MOBILE 

NETWORK 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue; a claim printed with strikethrough indi 
cates that the claim was canceled, disclaimed, or held 
invalid by a prior post-patent action or proceeding. 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This applications claims priority to U.S. Provisional Appli 
cation No. 60/580,929, filed on Jun. 18, 2004. 

BACKGROUND 

1. Field 
The present invention generally relates to wireless commu 

nications systems in which a base station communicates with 
a number of mobile stations that have position location capa 
bilities, and more particularly to the determination of the 
position of a base station in a mobile communication net 
work. 

2. Description of Related Art 
In wireless communication networks, one or more base 

stations communicate wirelessly with a number of mobile 
stations (e.g., wireless devices such as cell phones). Mobile 
stations usually provide standard Voice and/or data commu 
nication; as an additional feature, some mobile stations have 
positioning capabilities, which allow the user of the mobile 
station to determine his or her position. Such position deter 
mination capabilities are becoming increasingly useful and 
important; for example, the regulatory requirements of a 
jurisdiction may require a network operator to report the 
location of a mobile station when the mobile station places a 
call to an emergency service. Such as a 911 call in the United 
States. Or a user may simply want to know his or her position 
for purposes of locating a nearby restaurant or movie theater. 
One well-known type of position location system utilizes 

satellites in earth orbit to trilaterate a position of the mobile 
station. One example of such a system is the Global Position 
ing Satellite (GPS) system currently in operation. Another 
type of position location system utilizes radio signals from 
base stations whose locations are known. For example, in one 
communication network—a Code Division Multiple Access 
(CDMA) digital cellular network the position location 
capability can be provided by Advanced Forward Link Tri 
lateration (AFLT), a technique that computes the location of 
the mobile station (MS) from the mobile stations measured 
time of arrival of radio signals from the cellular base stations. 
An AFLT-enabled wireless mobile station makes pilot phase 
measurements (PPMs) of the radio signals from the base 
stations with which it is communicating, and uses these mea 
Surements to determine the mobile station's position. A more 
advanced technique is hybrid position location, where the 
mobile station also employs a GPS receiver and the position 
is computed based on both AFLT and GPS measurements. 

Message protocols and formats for CDMA position loca 
tion employing AFLT. GPS, and hybrid receivers, applicable 
to both the MS-based and MS-assisted cases, have been pub 
lished in TIA/EIA standard IS-801-1 2001, Position Deter 
mination Service Standard for Dual-Mode Spread Spectrum 
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2 
Systems-Addendum. Pages 4-41 through 4-44 of this stan 
dard specify that each base station shall transmitabase station 
almanac message among other elements containing the loca 
tions of the base station antennae transmitting the CDMA 
pilot pseudorandom (PN) sequence. 

Thus, in wireless communication systems with AFLT 
capabilities, the wireless base stations can be used as refer 
ence points to assist in fixing the location of a mobile station. 
However, one prerequisite to using a base station as a refer 
ence is precise knowledge of the position of the base station 
antennae. Timing information regarding the base station is 
also important. Once known, the base stations antenna posi 
tion and timing information may be recorded in a base station 
almanac (BSA) database for use by a position determining 
entity (PDE). However, acquiring the base stations antenna 
precise location and timing information can be tedious and 
expensive. 
To further elaborate on the position determination system, 

data concerning calibration or re-calibration of a base station 
time offset, base station antenna location and other param 
eters are typically stored in what is called a “base station 
almanac. The base station almanac database provides infor 
mation for determining an initial position estimate of the 
mobile station to seed GPS pseudorange searching. Due to 
PN reuse, the base station almanac database provides infor 
mation for resolving ambiguities about which observed pseu 
dorandom noise sequences (PNs) correspond to which physi 
cal sectors of a CDMA network base station. The base station 
almanac database provides the cellular base station sector 
antenna position from which signals emerge. AFLT range 
measurements are made to these antenna positions. 

In some instances the position of a base station antenna 
may change slightly or by a larger distance, and in that 
instance the corresponding almanac information must be 
updated. For example a base station antenna may be relo 
cated, or a base station transceiver may be repaired or 
replaced, a new cable may be placed between a transceiver 
and an antenna causing a change in the base station antenna 
position or timing information. In another example, a base 
station can be logically (but not physically) moved, when, for 
example, two physical base stations Swap their identification 
information, and in Such a circumstance, the two stations 
would appear to have swapped locations although neither 
base station physically moves. 

In Such situations, if not updated, the corresponding infor 
mation in the database can become erroneous; therefore the 
almanac database must be updated before resuming service 
from the base station. However, updating the almanac data 
base using conventional techniques can be time-consuming 
and expensive: for example conventionally the antenna loca 
tion may be determined by a survey or with reference to 
coordinates read from a map, and if the antenna coordinates 
are entered manually into the database then the possibility of 
human error arises. The base station timing information is 
also subject to human error in cases where custom hardware 
is used to measure the timing information, and timing offsets 
are entered manually into the database. 

In Local Area Networks the significant number of base 
stations (several million), the deployment practices and the 
ease of moving the portable base station from one physical 
location to another make it impossible to locate and maintain 
the base station almanac using conventional Surveying tech 
niques. 

In Summary, deployment of base station time difference of 
arrival ranging solutions such as AFLT or hybrid-AFLT 
requires accurate base station almanac (BSA) information 
including base station antennae locations and forward link 
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calibration parameters such as time corrections, which are 
key components of the BSA information. Today, population 
of the BSA parameters is done individually for each base 
station, which is a manual, laborious and expensive process, 
and therefore hinders the deployment and proliferation of 
LBS services. It would be an advantage to provide a practical 
system that can update the BSA parameters in real time using 
data from mobile devices that are in the area to compute base 
station locations and forward link calibration parameters. 

SUMMARY 

A method and apparatus for determining a position of a 
base station in a wireless communication network that 
includes a plurality of mobile stations in communication with 
one or more base stations is disclosed. The method comprises 
programming a group of mobile stations with a BTS calibra 
tion program, thereby providing a plurality of calibration 
enabled mobile stations, and providing a BTS calibration 
server networked with the base station. Calibration informa 
tion is requested from at least one of the calibration-enabled 
mobile stations in communication with a base station, and the 
position of the calibration-enabled mobile station(s) is deter 
mined. A signal from the base station is received at the mobile 
station(s), and this signal may be used to measure the time of 
travel of the signal from the base station to the mobile station, 
for example it may measure path delays of the signals trans 
mitted between the base station and the mobile stations to 
determine distances between the base station and the mobile 
stations, and may include measuring a relative time of arrival 
in a TDOA system, or a round trip delay in an RTD system. If 
authorized, calibration information indicative of the position 
is transmitted from the mobile station(s) to the BTS calibra 
tion server. In the BTS calibration server, the calibration 
information is compared with base station almanac informa 
tion associated with the base station, and the position and 
timing of the base station may be calibrated responsive 
thereto. 

In order to provide the user of the mobile station a way to 
prevent it from being used for base station location, the 
mobile station calibration software may determine if it is 
authorized to communicate calibration information. If there 
is no authorization then operation is exited any time before 
transmitting calibration information, otherwise operation is 
completed. For example, the users of the calibration-enabled 
mobile phones may utilize the BTS calibration program to 
create privacy settings to indicate authorization to provide 
calibration information, and the step of determining if the 
mobile station is authorized to communicate calibration 
information further comprises checking the privacy settings 
to verify that the mobile station is authorized to provide 
calibration information. 

Calibration information may be requested by the BTS cali 
bration server, or by the mobile station, triggered upon a 
particular event. For example, the calibration request may be 
initiated by the BTS calibration software when in communi 
cation with the target base station. As another example, the 
BTSCS may select a target base station, and the BTS calibra 
tion server requests calibration information from at least one 
of the software-enabled mobile stations in communication 
with the target base station. In yet another example, the 
BTSCS may provide the identity of a target base station to the 
mobile stations for the BTS calibration software processing. 
The position of the mobile stations is determined by any 

suitable method. For example if the mobile stations have 
global satellite receivers, the positions of the mobile stations 
may be determined from signals received by the mobile sta 
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4 
tions from global satellites. Alternatively, or in addition to 
GPS, the positions of the mobile stations may be determined 
by Advanced Forward Link Trilateration (AFLT) of each 
mobile station from base stations having accurately known 
positions. The mobile stations may comprise hybrid tele 
phone handsets including global satellite receivers, the posi 
tions of the mobile stations may be determined from signals 
received by the mobile stations from global satellites, and the 
position of the base station may be determined from the 
positions of the mobile stations using time difference of 
arrival, time of arrival or round trip delay systems. 
A variety of embodiments are disclosed. The mobile sta 

tions may comprise hybrid telephone handsets including glo 
bal satellite receivers. The positions of the mobile stations 
may be determined from signals received by the mobile sta 
tions from global satellites, and/or the base stations comprise 
at least one Wireless LAN base station, and/or the position of 
the Wireless LAN base station (such as a WiFi access point) 
may be determined from the positions of the mobile stations 
in communication with the Wireless LAN base station, using 
Wireless LAN signals. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a more complete understanding, reference is now made 
to the following detailed description of the embodiments as 
illustrated in the accompanying drawing, wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a plurality of cellular base 
stations, GPS satellites, and a user holding a wireless mobile 
device Such as a cell phone; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of one example of the stationary 
components that reside in the cellular network shown in FIG. 
1; 
FIG.3 is a block diagram of one embodiment of the mobile 

device that incorporates communication and position loca 
tion systems; 

FIG. 4 is a diagram of BTS calibration program, illustrat 
ing features of one embodiment; 

FIG. 5 is a flow chart of operations to calibrate a base 
station location; 

FIG. 6 is a flow chart of an example of a mobile-originated 
calibration process; and 

FIG. 7 is a flow chart of an example of a mobile-terminated 
calibration process, which differs from FIG. 6 in that the 
request originates in the BTSCS. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In the drawing, like numbers are used to denote like or 
similar elements. 

Glossary of Terms and Acronyms 
The following terms and acronyms are used in the detailed 

description: 
AFLT (Advanced Forward Link Trilateration): a tech 

nique, implemented in CDMA systems, that computes the 
location of a mobile station (MS) from the mobile stations 
measured time difference of arrival of radio signals from the 
base stations. 
BSA (Base Station Almanac): An almanac that includes 

location information and time correction information, among 
other information, for one or more base stations. 
BSA message: The BSA message (e.g., the Provide Base 

Station Almanac message of the IS-801-1 protocol) includes 
fields that describe a BTS including its location and time 
correction values, among other information. The BSA mes 
sage is typically sent to an MS upon request by the MS. 
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BTS (Base Station Transceiver Subsystem): (a/k/a base 
station or cell site): A fixed-position station that includes a 
transmitter and receiver (transceiver) for communicating 
with mobile stations. Includes antennas for transmitting and 
receiving wireless communication signals from mobile sta 
tions. 
BTSCS (BTS Calibration Server) A server connected to the 

network of base stations (BTS's). The BTSCS provides ser 
vices related to calibration of base station location and timing 
using one or more mobile phones in communication with the 
base station. 
CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access): a high-capacity 

digital wireless technology that was pioneered and commer 
cially developed by QUALCOMMTM Incorporated. 

Calibration-enabled Mobile Station: a mobile station that 
has an installed, operating BTS calibration program. 

Cellular: A type of communication service in which an MS 
communicates with one or more base stations in a cellular 
network, each in a different Wireless Wide Area Network or 
Wireless Local Area Network “cell that covers a relatively 
small area. As the MS moves from one cell to another, there is 
a "handoff from cell to cell. "Cellular is used herein in its 
broadest sense to include at least digital and/or analog sys 
temS. 

GPS fix: the end result of a process of satellite measure 
ments and Subsequent computations by which the location of 
the MS (GPS user) is determined. 
GPS (Global Positioning System): Although the term GPS 

is often used to refer to the U.S. Global Positioning System, 
the meaning of this term includes other satellite-based global 
positioning systems, such as the Russian Glomass System and 
the planned European Galileo System. 
GSM (Global System for Mobile): a widely-used digital 

wireless communication technology. 
MS (Mobile Station) a portable electronic device such as a 

cell phone, PDA or a laptop that has a means (such as a 
modem) for communicating with one or more base stations. 
Sometimes referred as a mobile handheld unit, portables, 
mobiles, handhelds, personal stations, wireless devices, Sub 
scriber units, mobile terminals, or user terminals, for 
example. MS’s referenced in this disclosure have position 
determining capabilities. 
MTSO (Mobile Telephone Switching Office): Provides 

control and commands to the mobile stations. Also provides 
connectivity to the PSTN. 
PDE (Position Determination Entity): A system resource 

(e.g., a server) typically within the CDMA network, working 
in conjunction with one or more GPS reference receivers, 
which is capable of exchanging location information with an 
MS. For example, in an MS-Assisted A-GPS session, the 
PDE can send GPS and/or cellular assistance data to the MS 
to enhance the satellite and base station pseudorange signal 
acquisition process. The MS returns pseudorange measure 
ments back to the PDE, which is then capable of computing 
the position of the MS. Alternatively, in an MS-Based A-GPS 
session, the MS sends back computed position results to the 
PDE. The PDE can also provide assistance data regarding 
other networked entities, such as the identifying information, 
position information and type of wireless base stations (ac 
cess points) that may be in the vicinity of the MS. 
PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network): Provides 

connection to wireline telephones in homes and businesses, 
for example. 

RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator): A parameter 
indicating strength of a wireless signal between a base station 
and a mobile station. 
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6 
RTD (Round Trip Delay): A method of measuring distance 

by measuring a two-way travel time (distance) between a base 
station and a mobile station, e.g., a base station sends a signal 
to a mobile station, which is returned to the base station, and 
the base station then measures the time between transmitting 
the signal and receiving the return signal, which can then be 
divided by two to provide an indication of the distance 
between the base station and the mobile station. Alternatively, 
the RTD can be measured by the mobile station. 
QoS (Quality of Service): A measure of a desired service 

parameter Such as the accuracy of position location informa 
tion. 
SV (Satellite Vehicle): One major element of the Global 

Positioning System is the set of SVs orbiting the Earth, broad 
casting uniquely identifiable signals. 
TDOA (Time Difference of Arrival): A system that mea 

Sures distance by measuring the relative times of arrival of 
radio signals from the base stations; e.g., for example, in 
CDMA networks AFLT systems use TDOA to provide PPM 
measurements, the time difference of arrival is indicated by a 
pilot phase measurement that is relative to the reference pilot 
used to set the mobile station's time base. Another example of 
a TDOA system is an Uplink TDOA system, which uses the 
time difference between transmission of a mobile station 
signal and reception by base stations. 
TOA (Time of Arrival): A system which measures the time 

ofarrival of a one-way signal; e.g., for example, a GPS system 
which measures the time of arrival of a satellite signal. 
WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network): a limited-range 

wireless communication network; examples include WiFi, 
WiMAX, Bluetooth, etc. 
Use of Mobile Stations to Determine Base Station Loca 

tion 
U.S. Patent Publication US2003/012504.6 A1 published 

Jul. 3, 2003, entitled “Use of Mobile Stations for Determina 
tion of Base Station Location Parameters in a Wireless 
Mobile Communication System', discloses a system in 
which a network uses known positions of one or more mobile 
stations to Verify, update, and/or determine the position of a 
base station, and is assigned to the same assignee as the 
present application. For example, the publication discloses a 
method for AFLT-enabled wireless handsets to provide pilot 
phase measurements (PPMs) to a network, which can be used 
to determine the base station locations and associated forward 
link calibration parameters. As an example, to solve for a base 
station location an algorithm would require a PPM to said 
base stations measured by at least three distinct geographi 
cally separated mobiles each one at a known location; the 
knowledge of the mobile station location can be ascertained 
via GPS. One alternative is to manually survey base station 
antennae and use GPS fix to compute errors to the PPM 
measurements by collecting measurements with a dedicated 
base station calibration handset in the field in close proximity 
to the base station. 

Particularly, the system disclosed in Publication US2003/ 
0.125046A1 describes methods that use the mobile stations in 
communication with a base station to determine the location 
parameters of that base station. For example, the positions of 
the mobile stations are determined, and then the position of 
the base station is determined from the positions of the mobile 
stations and from signals transmitted between the base station 
and the mobile stations. Despite erroneous base station loca 
tion parameters for at least one of the base stations, it is often 
possible to accurately determine the positions of the mobile 
stations from the base station location parameters of other 
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base stations, or from global satellite signals received by the 
mobile stations if the mobile stations are equipped with glo 
bal satellite receivers. 

In addition, the base station location information in the 
database can be checked during normal position location 
sessions whenever the position of a mobile station is deter 
mined independent of the location of a base station in com 
munication with the mobile station. This is done by determin 
ing the distance between the base station and the mobile 
station from signals transmitted between the base station and 
the mobile station. When this distance is inconsistent with the 
base station location information in the database, the database 
may be modified to include corrected base station location 
information. In this fashion, it is possible to find erroneous 
base station information and discontinue its use for position 
location services before the correct location of the base sta 
tion becomes known. 

Erroneous base station location information can be cor 
rected automatically once a Sufficient number of independent 
distances are determined between the base station and mobile 
stations having known positions. With a sufficient number of 
independent distance measurements, it is possible to deter 
mine the base station location with a degree of certainty 
comparable to the position of a single mobile station. In this 
fashion, it is possible to automatically maintain and improve 
the base station location information in the database. This can 
be done while providing regular position location services, 
without any change in the communication protocols between 
the base stations and the mobile stations. 
What is needed is a practical system and apparatus that 

would bring these base station location concepts into wide use 
while at the same time making the solution economically 
viable. 

Overview 
The position location system described herein utilizes 

information from calibration-enabled mobile stations to 
determine the position of a base station, and update the base 
stationalmanac on an ongoing basis. This system is useful for 
a number of reasons: for example handset-based information 
can be utilized to shorten time to commercial service of new 
base stations and provide ongoing improvement in location 
performance. Advantageously, the system can be imple 
mented with no hardware modification, and very little modi 
fication to the basic subscriber service elements; thus very 
little cost is required to provide this network preparation and 
improvement ability. 

Each handset that is part of the system utilizes a calibration 
program to communicate with, and respond to a calibration 
server. The calibration program can for example, be BREW-, 
Java- or similar technology-based, and can be downloaded or 
embedded in the handset. 

In one example, in a CDMA system, in order to calibrate or 
re-calibrate the base station, GPS and AFLT position mea 
Surement data is obtained from mobile stations during regular 
position location sessions for example when mobile station 
users normally engage in telephone calls, or when field Ser 
Vice personnel drive around to selected locations and place 
calls for the purpose of obtaining position measurement data 
not otherwise obtained from the regular position location 
sessions, and then sent to the BTSCS. In this fashion, the 
BTSCS may then use this information to compute the cali 
bration data internally and store the calibration data in the 
base station almanac database on a continuous basis. In addi 
tion, to alleviate any privacy concerns, the regular position 
location sessions may occur only when the user of the loca 
tion-enabled mobile station places or answers a wireless tele 
phone call. In this case, the CDMA system does not determine 
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8 
the user's position without the user's knowledge and consent. 
In another example, the user of the mobile station (cellular 
phone) authorizes the use of the mobile station as a calibration 
device, allowing the BTSCS to request calibration informa 
tion from such device. 

Description 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a wireless communication 

network 10 that includes a plurality of wide area network base 
stations 10 including first, second, and third base stations 10a, 
10b, and 10c respectively, a plurality of local area network 
base stations (access points) 20 including first and second 
base stations 20a 20b respectively, GPS satellites shown col 
lectively at 11, and a plurality of mobile stations 14 including 
first, second, third, and fourth mobile stations 14a, 14b, 14c, 
and 14d respectively. FIG. 1 is provided for illustrative pur 
poses; it should be clear that in an actual implementation 
additional (or fewer) base stations and MS’s may be in opera 
tion at any one time. 

In one embodiment, the satellites (SV's) 11 comprise any 
group of satellites utilized for positioning a satellite receiver. 
In the GPS system, the satellites send out wireless GPS sig 
nals 12 synchronized to GPS system time, generated at a 
predetermined frequency, and in a predetermined format. A 
GPS reference receiver may be physically located in any of 
the base stations 10, which can communicate with the PDE 18 
to provide useful information in determining position using 
the satellites, such as a GPS satellite navigation data, differ 
ential corrections and GPS system time. 
The MS may be in the form of an electronic device held by 

a user (not shown); for example the user may be on foot as 
shown, or may be traveling in a car or on public transporta 
tion. Each MS 14 (as described in more detail with reference 
to FIG.3) includes a position location system34. The position 
location system may include a GPS system that utilizes the 
GPS signals to determine the position of the MS and/or it may 
include an AFLT system. The MS also includes a two-way 
communication system 32 Such as a cell phone receiver that 
utilizes two-way communication signals 13 to communicate 
with the cellular base stations 10. As an alternative, or in 
addition to the cellular communication system, the commu 
nication system in the MS may include another wireless com 
munication system, such as WiFi, WiMAX, or Bluetooth, that 
utilizes communication signals to communicate with the 
access points 20 of the Wireless Local Area Network such as 
an 802.11 network. 

Generally, the cellular base stations 10 comprise any group 
of cellular base stations utilized as part of a wireless commu 
nication network that communicates with the MS's using 
wireless signals 13. In the example of FIG. 1, the cellular base 
stations are networked to a cellular infrastructure network 
15a, which is in turn networked to other communication 
networks and network entities by any suitable network pro 
tocol, such as TCP/IP over the internet as shown optionally, or 
SS7 as shown in a direct connection, for example. Thus, the 
cellular infrastructure network 15a provides communication 
services between the base stations and a plurality of other 
communication networks such as a public phone system 16. 
computer networks 17, and any of a variety of other entities 
and communication systems. The networks and network enti 
ties may be connected by hardwired connections or by any 
other Suitable connections for transferring data. 
The ground-based cellular infrastructure network 15 typi 

cally provides communication services that allow the user of 
a cell phone to connect to another phone using the phone 
system 16; however the cellular base stations could also be 
utilized to communicate with other devices and/or for other 
communication purposes, such as an internet connection with 
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a handheld personal digital assistant (PDA) or a laptop com 
puter. In one embodiment, the cellular base stations 10 are 
part of a CDMA communication network; however in other 
embodiments the cellular base stations may utilize other 
types of access technologies (e.g., GSM, WCDMA, TDMA, 
OFDM, etc.). 

In addition to the cellular base stations 10a, 10b, and 10c, 
other types of base stations such as wireless access points may 
be implemented using any Suitable protocol, for example 
WiFi, WiMAX, and Bluetooth. As shown in FIG. 1, access 
points 20a and 20b (referenced collectively as 20) are net 
worked with a network 15b suitable for the particular imple 
mentation of wireless access points. Analogous with the cel 
lular infrastructure network 15a, the wireless access point 
network 15b is networked to other communication networks 
and entities by any suitable network protocol, such TCP/IP 
over the internet as shown optionally, or SS7 as shown in a 
direct connection, for example. Thus, the wireless access 
point network 15b provides communication services between 
the wireless access points and a plurality of other communi 
cation networks such as a public phone system 16, computer 
networks 17, and any of a variety of other entities and com 
munication systems. The networks and network entities may 
be connected by hardwired connections or by any other suit 
able connections for transferring data. 
The network also includes a position determination entity 

(PDE) 18, shown connected to the cellular infrastructure net 
work 15. For example, for A-GPS methods the PDE com 
prises a system resource (e.g., a server) typically within the 
network, working in conjunction with one or more GPS ref 
erence receivers on the ground, which is capable of exchang 
ing GPS-related information with an MS. In an MS-Assisted 
A-GPS session, the PDE can send GPS assistance data to the 
MS to enhance the satellite signal acquisition process. The 
MS returns pseudorange measurements back to the PDE. 
which is then capable of computing the position of the MS. 
Alternatively, in an MS-Based A-GPS session, the MS sends 
back computed position results to the PDE. In yet another 
example, in an autonomous mode, the MS can determine its 
position without any assistance from the server. In another 
example, the PDE can be connected to the wireless access 
point network 20. 

Also part of the cellular network is a BTS Calibration 
Server 19 (BTSCS). The BTSCS is a system resource that is 
connected to the cellular infrastructure network, and may 
work in conjunction with the PDE 18, as described herein, or 
in Some embodiments may be implemented partially or 
wholly within the PDE. The BTSCS provides services related 
to calibration of base station using one or more mobile sta 
tions in communication with one or more base stations, as 
described herein. In one embodiment, the BTSCS is a dedi 
cated server used for BTS calibration purposes, and is not 
associated with E-911 services. Similarly, the BTSCS can be 
part of or connected to the wireless access point network. In 
such case, the BTSCS supports the calibration of the base 
stations (access points) of the local area network. In another 
example, one BTSCS can serve both the cellular and the 
wireless access points network. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of one example of the stationary 
components that reside in the cellular network shown in FIG. 
1. A mobile switching center (MSC) 21 performs switching 
functions (i.e., routing of circuit-switch voice and data) for 
mobile stations within its coverage area. The mobile switch 
ing center (MSC) 21 interfaces voice signals and telecommu 
nication data between base station 10 and a number of tele 
phone lines 22. Such as copper wires or optical fibers. A 
mobile positioning center (MPC) 23 is connected to the 
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10 
mobile switching center (MSC) 21. A packet data serving 
node (PDSN) 24 and/or interworking function (IWF), con 
nected to the MSC 21, is responsible for the establishment, 
maintenance, and termination of packet-switch data sessions 
for mobile stations in the cellular network. The MPC 23 
manages position location applications and interfaces loca 
tion data to external location services clients or external data 
networks through a data network link 25. In the simplest 
form, the position determination entity (PDE) 18 collects and 
formats satellite reference data. The PDE 18 provides wire 
less assistance to mobile stations and performs position com 
putations in MS-assisted mode. The BTSCS 19 provides ser 
vices related to calibration of base station location using one 
or more mobile phones in communication with one or more 
base stations, as described in more detail herein. The PDE 18 
and the BTSCS 19 are connected to the MPC23 and the MSC 
21, and also to the IWF/PDSN 24. In the example of a packet 
switched mode, the PDE 18 and the BTSCS 19 are connected 
to the IWF/PDSN 24 through an IP network 28. The PDE 18 
and the BTSCS 19 access a base station almanac database 27 
that is managed by a base stationalmanac database server 26. 
The PDE18, the BTSCS19, and the base stationalmanac data 
base server 26 are implemented, for example, using conven 
tional digital computers or work stations. The base station 
almanac 27 is stored in any suitable location, Such as the hard 
disk of the computer for the base station almanac database 
server 26. 
Mobile Station 
FIG.3 is a block diagram of one embodiment of the mobile 

station 14 incorporating communication and position loca 
tion systems. The main units in this embodiment include one 
or more two-way communication system(s)32, position loca 
tion system(s)34, an MS control system 35, and a user inter 
face 36. For ease of description, the communication system 
32 may be discussed as a single system in the cellular context 
as an example; it should be apparent that the basic structure 
would be repeated as appropriate for any other wireless com 
munication system (e.g., WiFi, WiMAX, Bluetooth) that may 
be implemented in the mobile station. The example shown 
also does not preclude implementation of multiple wireless 
communication systems with varying degrees of integration 
whereby the microprocessors, baseband processors and RF 
front ends can be shared or integrated on a single chip. 
The cellular communication system 32 is connected to a 

cellular antenna 31 that communicates with the base stations 
using the two-way wireless signals 13. It is important to note 
that the wireless signals 13 do not have to be two-way to 
Support positioning. The cellular communication system 32 
comprises any suitable devices, such as a modem 33, and 
other hardware and software for communicating with and/or 
detecting signals 13 from base stations. The cellular commu 
nication system 32 also includes appropriate hardware and 
Software for processing transmitted and received informa 
tion. 
The position location system 34 (FIG. 3) includes any 

Suitable position location system; for example it may include 
a WAN TDOA system such as AFLT, a satellite position 
system such as a GPS receiver, or a hybrid GPS/AFLT sys 
tem. In the hybrid system embodiment shown in FIG. 3, the 
position location system 34 comprises antennae 31 and 38 to 
receive cellular signals 13 and GPS signals 12 respectively, a 
GPS receiver 39, a LAN Positioning system 40a, a WAN 
TDOA system 40b and any suitable hardware and software 
for receiving and processing GPS, cellular and wireless LAN 
signals and for performing any calculations necessary or use 
ful to determine position using any suitable position location 
algorithm. 
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GPS Positioning: The mobile station, with the assistance of 
system resources such as the PDE 18, is also capable of 
locating the position of the mobile stations using the well 
known GPS technique. For example, in a CDMA system each 
base station 10 may have a GPS receiver receiving the carrier 
and a pseudorandom code sequence of at least one of the GPS 
satellites, which provides a system time base referenced to the 
GPS system time. When a mobile station participates in a 
position location session with the CDMA network, the serv 
ing base station may provide the accurate GPS time reference 
and send GPS acquisition data to the hybrid mobile station. 
The mobile station may use the GPS time and the GPS acqui 
sition data to obtain a measurement of the pseudorange 
between each GPS satellite and the mobile station. In the case 
of an MS-assisted solution, the mobile station transmits the 
pseudorange measurements to the serving base station. The 
PDE may be used to assist the MS to compute the geographic 
location of the mobile station from three or more of the 
pseudorange measurements. Alternatively, in the case of an 
MS-based solution, the geographic location of the mobile 
station may be calculated by the mobile station itself. 

AFLT. Positioning: The CDMA network is capable of 
locating the position of the mobile station 14 using the well 
known TDOA (AFLT) technique of the mobile station mea 
suring the relative times of arrival of so-called pilot radio 
signals from the base stations. The time difference of arrival 
is indicated by a pilot phase measurement that is relative to the 
reference pilot used to set the mobile station's time base. In 
most cases, each difference locates the mobile station on a 
particular hyperbola. The intersection of the hyperbolas pro 
vides the estimate of the location of the mobile station. 

Particularly, in one embodiment of an AFLT system, dur 
ing a position fix, pilot phase measurements are calculated to 
all base station that can be heard by the handset. Depending 
on the environment, this is usually at least three or more base 
stations, and often as many as twenty or more in dense urban 
environments. Thus each positioning event can result in many 
relative distance estimates, at least some of which may be 
useable in the calibration process described herein. 

Positioning operations: In order to determine position of 
the mobile station with assistance form the PDE, the PDE 
may use any of several methods sequentially or in parallel to 
calculate the final position, and the approach most likely to 
achieve the least position error is selected. In one embodi 
ment, a GPS fix is attempted first, because accuracy is 
expected to be superior to any other method. If the GPS-only 
fix fails (in one example, GPS fix does not meet the selected 
QoS), the PDE selects from among several other approaches, 
and the result with the smallest associated error estimate is 
used. These other approaches include for example: AFLT 
only; an enhanced cell-ID where the position is determined 
by knowing the sector orientation, received signal strength 
and the approximate range using an RTD measurement 
(where available); a “mixed cell sector fix determined using 
knowledge of the sectors seen by the mobile, and each sec 
tors’ position and orientation; a current serving sector cover 
age area centroid position determination (or if it was not 
possible to determine the current serving sector, the original 
serving sector); the centroid position of the current Network 
ID/System ID coverage region; and finally a default position 
stored in the PDEs configuration file. In the example of 
Wireless Local Area Networks, similar techniques are appli 
cable, whereby the relative and absolute distance measure 
ments, the signal travel times, the signal strength measure 
ments, identification and/or address of the access points and 
their coverage information can all be used to determine the 
estimate of the mobile station's position. 
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Calibration of base station: In TDOA and TOA systems, 

the base station time base should be calibrated when the base 
station is installed or modified, or periodically. In a CDMA 
system, each base station has a respective time offset between 
the GPS system time and the CDMA system time transmitted 
with CDMA signals, due to variations in propagation delay or 
phase shift from the GPS antenna to the GPS receiver, from 
the GPS receiver to the CDMA transceiver, and from the 
CDMA transceiver to the CDMA antenna. Therefore, to 
reduce wireless ranging errors, every base station should be 
calibrated after the base station installation is complete, for 
example, by storing a time offset for the base station in the 
base station almanac database 27 for use by the PDE 18. It is 
desirable to re-calibrate the base station and update the data 
base for any Subsequent hardware change. Moreover, since 
the base stations can be moved physically or assigned a dif 
ferent identifier, it can be important to re-calibrate the loca 
tion information associated with each base station, periodi 
cally or even continuously. 

Mobile Device Control System: A mobile device control 
system 35 is connected to both the two-way communication 
system 32 and the position location system 34. The mobile 
device control system 35 includes any appropriate structure, 
Such as a microprocessor, memory, otherhardware, firmware, 
and Software to provide appropriate control functions for the 
systems to which it is connected. It should be apparent that the 
processing steps described herein are implemented in any 
Suitable manner using one or more of hardware, Software, and 
firmware, Subject to control by the microprocessor. 
The control system 35 is also connected to a user interface 

36, which includes any suitable components to interface with 
the user, such as a keypad, a microphone/speaker for Voice 
communication services, and a display Such as a backlit LCD 
display. The mobile device control system 35 and user inter 
face 36, connected to the position location system 34 and the 
two-way communication system 32, provide operational 
functions such as controlling user input/output and displaying 
results. 
The MS 14 may include one or more external interfaces 41 

for connection with other devices. For example USB or IEEE 
1394 ports may be provided, or wireless ports (e.g., Blue 
tooth, USB, infrared) may be included for interface and com 
munication with other electronic devices. 

Software Applications: A number of software applications 
may be stored in the MS 14, and connected to the MS control 
system 35 to be run using the microprocessor and code found 
therein. The Software applications are based upon any Suit 
able platform such as BREW, Java or other technology. The 
Software applications are stored in any suitable memory, for 
example disk drives, SIM cards, flash memory, RAM, firm 
ware, or read-only memory (ROM). 
BTS calibration program 37: A BTS calibration program 

37 is included in the software applications. The BTS calibra 
tion program includes code Suitable to perform the operations 
described herein (such as with reference to FIGS. 4 and 5), to 
allow a group of mobile stations to be used for calibration 
purposes in a controlled fashion. For example, the calibration 
program 37 may be run in the background without active 
participation by the user, and without identifying the user. 
The BTS calibration program resides in any location acces 
sible by the microprocessor; for example, the program may be 
embedded into firmware or software stored in memory, or 
may be downloadable from a remote application server con 
nected to the base station, for example. It could also be imple 
mented, at least partially, in hardware Such as a computer 
chip. 
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FIG. 4 is a conceptual diagram of the BTS calibration 
program, illustrating features that may be implemented into 
the program. Generally one purpose of the BTS calibration 
program described herein is to provide a mechanism that 
utilizes the position measurements made at the mobile station 
used as a calibration tool to determine and calibrate the posi 
tion and time reference of one or more base stations. The BTS 
calibration program is installed in the mobile station, and 
performs the operations described herein. 

Installed into MS (42): Particularly, as shown at 42, the 
BTS calibration program is installed in the mobile station, 
typically as software. The BTS calibration program can be a 
downloadable software program, and/or it may include firm 
ware embedded or programmed in the handset or any other 
suitable system for storing instructions. Although the BTS 
calibration program typically uses pre-existing systems in the 
handset such as the position location system, in Some embodi 
ments additional hardware features may be useful or neces 
sary for effective operation. 
Ongoing operation, can operate in background (43): As 

shown at 43, once installed, the BTS calibration program can 
operate on an ongoing basis, Subject to control by the user as 
discussed below. Furthermore, subject to privacy consider 
ations such as discussed below, the calibration program may 
operate in the background whenever the mobile station is 
powered on, and therefore in Such embodiments the user is 
not aware of its operation. For example, the user may be able 
to make calls and download other information while the cali 
bration is being performed. 

Incentive Plan(s) (44): In one embodiment the user may be 
enrolled in an incentive plan as shown at 44. For example a 
user who authorizes the BTSCS or a mobile services manager 
such as an MPC to utilize the mobile station for base station 
calibration may be entitled to financial credits or other finan 
cial compensation, credits for future services, or additional 
services in exchange for allowing the BTSCS to use the 
location-related information provided by the mobile station. 
Any Suitable basis for compensation can be arranged: for 
example a user can be compensated on a per-use basis, per 
session basis, or on a flat rate. 

Privacy Concerns (45, 46, 47): It is intended (although not 
required) that the BTS calibration program prevents unre 
stricted access by the BTSCS; particularly, access may be 
restricted as shown at 45. Features may be implemented that 
allow the handset to be used for calibration purposes only in 
a controlled, secure fashion as shown at 46, and with consent 
of the user as shown at 47. This consent can be obtained in any 
appropriate matter, for example it may be pre-authorized, and 
once authorized, position determination may be done in the 
background without active participation of the handset user. 
Pre-authorization may be obtained, for example over a par 
ticular period of time (e.g., 10 days or 30 days) or just for a 
particular session or sessions or when the user Subscribes to 
the service. 

Authorization may be implemented in any of a variety of 
ways: generally, there will be some privacy information (set 
tings) stored in the mobile station and/or privacy proxy server 
residing in the service provider's network that indicate the 
users willingness to allow use of the mobile station as a 
calibration device by the network. This information may also 
indicate the rules which apply to the disclosure of the user's 
identity and location information. For example, the user may 
want to be notified every instance location-related informa 
tion is being requested by the BTSCS or any other entity. For 
example a privacy flag may be set in Software or hardware, 
and the user would change the flag via any suitable interface 
(e.g., selection via a pull-down menu) depending upon 
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whether or not authorization is provided. In another example, 
the privacy information may indicate the allowable fre 
quency, the duration, and/or time of day when the mobile 
device can be used as a calibration tool. 
To meet privacy concerns, the calibration program may run 

in a secure fashion in the background, to prevent unauthorized 
interception. One objective of secure operation as shown at 46 
is to avoid disclosing the identity of the handset user, and 
particularly to avoid associating the user with the location 
while the handset is being used for calibration purposes. For 
Such purposes, the calibration program may prohibit trans 
mission of the identity of the handset user, electronic identity 
of the mobile station, and prohibit transmission of any other 
identifying information (other than position location infor 
mation), to the BTSCS. Alternatively, the information may be 
encrypted using any suitable encryption system. 

Communications with BTSCS (48): As shown at 48, the 
BTS calibration program also communicates with the BTSCS 
19. For example, a calibration-enabled mobile station (a 
mobile station that has an operating BTS calibration program 
is termed “calibration-enabled') may be in communication 
with a base station that is networked with the BTSCS; there 
fore the calibration program communicates with the net 
worked BTSCS via the mobile station’s cellular communica 
tion system. For example, the calibration program can initiate 
a Mobile-Originated call flow as discussed in more detail with 
reference to FIG. 6, to report the required information to the 
BTSCS for BTS calibration. Alternatively, as discussed in 
more detail with reference to FIG. 7, the calibration program 
can respond to a network initiated (Mobile-Terminated) call 
flow from the BTSCS and report the requested calibration 
information back to the network. The BTSCS then can store 
the calibration measurements (in a CDMA network these 
would include base station PN codes and pilot phase residu 
als) associated with locations for post-processing. 

Interface with position location systems (49): The BTS 
calibration program 19, as shown at 49, can interface with the 
position location system 34 via the mobile device control 
system 35 (FIG. 3). For example, the BTS calibration pro 
gram in the mobile station can request calibration information 
(e.g., PPMs and other position-related measurements) from 
the position location system, and then provide it to the 
BTSCS for post-processing. If the requested calibration 
information is not available or not acceptable (for reasons 
such as poor Quality of Service (QoS)), the BTS calibration 
program can request the position location system to deter 
mine the mobile station's position, and can also request it to 
take the pilot phase measurements (PPMs) (residuals) asso 
ciated with at least one base station. For economy of time, the 
BTS calibration program could request only PPM measure 
ments from one or more target base stations specified by the 
BTSCS, rather than PPM measurements from all base sta 
tions in range of the mobile station. In selecting PPM mea 
Surements, the calibration program may select only strong 
(direct) PPMs, which are better suited for accurate base sta 
tion positioning and calibration. To select elite desirable 
PPMs, the QoS can be set to the desired accuracy threshold 
(e.g., a few meters) or in terms of other parameters such as 
signal strength, power, SNR, SIR, and so forth. 

FIG. 5 is a flow chart of operations to calibrate a base 
station location. 
At 50, a group of mobile stations are programmed with the 

BTS calibration program. Each of these mobile stations is 
termed a “calibration-enabled' mobile station. 
At 51, communication is established between a target base 

station, such as may be chosen by the BTSCS, and at least one 
of the calibration-enabled mobile stations. It may be noted 
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that, at any one time, there may be more than one calibration 
enabled mobile station within the coverage area of the target 
base station, and the operations of FIG.5 may be repeated in 
each of these calibration-enabled mobile stations. Further 
more, it may be noticed that the exact time at which calibra 
tion information is provided is not relevant to the position of 
the base station; therefore a moving mobile station can be 
utilized multiple times at different locations to provide cali 
bration information at each of the multiple locations. The 
information from multiple geographically-diverse locations 
is useful in determining base station location. 

At 52, calibration information is requested. The request 
may be generated in any of a number of ways; for example the 
calibration information may be requested by the BTSCS 19, 
or it may be requested by the BTS calibration program. For 
example, the BTS calibration program may be programmed 
to transmit calibration information upon occurrence of a par 
ticular event. For example, one Such particular event may be 
related to the mobile station communicating with a target base 
station or responding to an unrelated positioning event while 
in communication with a target base station. The calibration 
information may relate to a particular target base station that 
may be chosen (provided to the mobile station) by the 
BTSCS, it may relate to one or more target base stations, or it 
may relate to all mobile stations within range of the particular 
base station, or it may relate to the mobile stations that meet 
a particular criteria Such as may be predetermined or estab 
lished by the BTSCS. 

At 53, privacy information is checked to determine if the 
mobile station is authorized to communicate calibration 
information. This step may take a variety of forms; for 
example a privacy flag may be checked by the calibration 
program before beginning communication with the BTSCS. 
In one example a privacy flag may be set in Software or 
hardware, and the user would change the flag via any Suitable 
interface (e.g., selection via a pull-down menu) depending 
upon whether or not authorization is provided. 

At 53a, if authorization has not been given, then as shown 
at 53b, the operation is exited and no communication of 
calibration information is allowed with the BTSCS or the 
network. However, if authorization has been given, then 
operation moves to the next step 54. 

At 54, the position of the mobile station is determined. This 
information may already be available if a position measure 
ment has recently been made; if not then the BTS calibration 
program requests the mobile station to determine its position 
by any Suitable means, such as by satellite, cellular network, 
local area network or a combination of whereof. 

At 55, in a CDMA network the PPM from at least one base 
station to the mobile station is determined. This phase shift 
information may already be available if a position measure 
ment has recently been made with PPM measurements; if not 
then the BTS calibration program requests the mobile station 
to determine this information. For economy of time, the BTS 
calibration program could request only PPM measurements 
from one or more target base stations specified by the BTSCS, 
rather that PPM measurements from all base stations in range 
of the mobile station. In selecting PPM measurements, the 
calibration program may select only strong (direct) PPMs. 
which are better Suited for accurate base station positioning 
and calibration. To select elite PPMs, the QoS can be set to the 
desired accuracy threshold (e.g., a few meters) or in terms of 
other parameters such as signal strength, power, SNR, SIR, 
and so forth. In order to ensure the position information 
corresponds precisely with the PPM measurements, the PPM 
measurements should be taken as close in time if not simul 
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taneously with the position fix. In the MS-assisted mode, the 
position information may be determined by the PDE. 
At 56, calibration information is transmitted form the 

mobile station to the BTSCS. In a CDMA network, this 
calibration information includes at least position information 
of the mobile station, PN codes and PPM measurements from 
one or more base stations, which are useful to determine the 
distance from the target base station(s) to the mobile station. 
In an MS-assisted mode, the calibration information may be 
transmitted from the PDE to the BTSCS. 
At 57, responsive to the calibration information, the dis 

tance from the mobile station to the base station(s) is calcu 
lated. If multiple mobile stations are providing calibration 
information, and/or if multiple positions have been reported 
by single mobile station, the position of the target base station 
(s) may also be calculated. Generally, the position and/or the 
timing information of the base station(s) can be determined 
oncea sufficient number of measurements have been received 
or aggregated over time and devices. 
At 58, the base station almanac is consulted for position 

information on the base station(s) whose distance from the 
mobile station and/or position has been calculated in the 
previous step 57. The almanac information is then examined 
for consistency with the calculated information. The consis 
tency check can be performed for the particular target base 
station. 
At 59, responsive to the consistency between the almanac 

and calculated information, the position of the base station in 
the base station almanac may be updated. Whether or not it is 
actually updated depends upon a number of factors, and typi 
cally the almanac information would not be updated without 
a high level of assurance of the accuracy of the calculated base 
station to calibration-enabled mobile station distances and/or 
position, such as by multiple consistent measurements over a 
period of time, and/or from a number of different mobile 
stations. 

Finally, it should be noted that BTS positioning and cali 
bration can be an on-going process as long as there are hand 
sets reporting calibration measurements. It should also be 
appreciated that the steps 56 and 57 can be performed in the 
calibration-enabled mobile station whereby the calibration 
information transmitted to the BTSCS may also include the 
errors in the distance measurements from the mobile station 
to the target base station. 

FIG. 6 is a flow chart of an example of a mobile-originated 
MS-based (or autonomous) calibration process. In one 
example, the mobile station may initiate mobile-originated 
calibration process, once the calibration program determines 
that the target base station is in the base station neighbor list. 
At 61, the mobile station initiates communication, and then 
two-way communication is established as shown at 62. At 63, 
the MS queries the BTSCS if a calibration information can be 
provided, and if the BTSCS signals its readiness, at 64 the 
position of the MS is determined and calibration (PPM) mea 
surements are made. At 65, the MS position information is 
transmitted to the BTSCS, and at 66, the calibration (PPM) 
measurements are transmitted to the BTSCS. At 68, the com 
munication between the MS and the base station 10 is closed 
down, which is particularly useful in the instance where a 
dedicated base station calibration session was established for 
the purpose of sending calibration information, and that pur 
pose has now been met. 

FIG. 7 is a flow chart of an example of a mobile-terminated 
MS-based (or autonomous) calibration process, which differs 
from FIG. 6 in that the calibration request originates in the 
BTSCS. At 71, two-way communication has been estab 
lished. At 72, the BTSCS 19 requests calibration information 
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from the MS 14. At 73, the position of the MS is determined 
and PPM measurements are made. At 74, the MS position 
information is transmitted to the BTSCS, and at 75, the PPM 
measurements are transmitted to the BTSCS. In one example, 
steps 74 and 75 may be combined. At 76, the communication 
between the MS and the base station 10 is closed down, which 
can be useful for example if a dedicated connection was 
established for the calibration purpose. 

Although the invention has been described and illustrated 
with a certain degree of particularity, it should be understood 
that the present disclosure has been made by way of example 
only, and that numerous changes in the combination and 
arrangement of parts may be resorted to without departing 
from the spirit and scope of the invention, as hereinafter 
claimed. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a wireless communication network that includes a 

plurality of mobile stations in communication with one or 
more base stations, a method of determining a position of a 
base station, comprising: 

a. programming a group of mobile stations with a BTS 
calibration program, thereby providing a plurality of 
calibration-enabled mobile stations, wherein each 
mobile station has a user, and wherein said step of pro 
gramming a group of mobile stations with the calibra 
tion program comprises obtaining consent of the users of 
said group of mobile phones and then downloading the 
BTS calibration program into said group of mobile 
phones; 

b. providing a BTS calibration server networked with said 
base station; 

c. requesting calibration information from at least one of 
said calibration-enabled mobile stations in communica 
tion with a base station; 

d. determining a position of said calibration-enabled 
mobile station(s) in communication with said base sta 
tion; 

e. receiving a signal from said base station to said mobile 
station(s) in communication with said base station; 

f. transmitting calibration information indicative of said 
position and said signal from said mobile station(s) to 
the BTS calibration server; and 

g. in said BTS calibration server, comparing the calibration 
information with base stationalmanac information asso 
ciated with said base station, and calibrating the position 
of said base station responsive thereto. 

2. The method of claim 1 and further comprising a step of 
determining if the mobile station is authorized to communi 
cate calibration information, if there is no authorization then 
exiting operation before transmitting calibration information, 
otherwise completing operation. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein each mobile station has 
a user, and wherein said users of said calibration-enabled 
mobile phones utilize the BTS calibration program to create 
privacy settings to indicate authorization to provide calibra 
tion information, and said step of determining if the mobile 
station is authorized to communicate calibration information 
further comprises checking said privacy settings to Verify that 
the mobile station is authorized to provide calibration infor 
mation. 

4. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of obtaining 
consent of the users further comprises creating privacy set 
tings to indicate authorization to provide calibration informa 
tion. 

5. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of requesting 
calibration information is initiated by said BTS calibration 
program when in communication with said base station. 
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6. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of requesting 

calibration information comprises communicating from said 
BTS calibration server to at least one of the software-enabled 
mobile stations. 

7. The method of claim 1 wherein said BTSCS Selects a 
target base station, said step of requesting calibration infor 
mation comprises communicating from said BTS calibration 
server to at least one of the calibration-enabled mobile sta 
tions in communication with the target base station. 

8. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the mobile 
stations have global satellite receivers, and the positions of 
the mobile stations are determined from signals received by 
the mobile stations from global satellites. 

9. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the positions 
of the mobile stations are determined by Advanced Forward 
Link Trilateration (AFLT) of each mobile station from base 
stations having known positions. 

10. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the mobile 
stations comprise hybrid telephone handsets including global 
satellite receivers, the positions of the mobile stations are 
determined from signals received by the mobile stations from 
global satellites, and the position of the base station is deter 
mined from the positions of the mobile stations using time 
difference of arrival. 

11. The method as claimed in claim 10 wherein said time 
difference of arrival is provided using Advanced Forward 
Link Trilateration (AFLT). 

12. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the mobile 
stations comprise hybrid telephone handsets including global 
satellite receivers, the positions of the mobile stations are 
determined from signals received by the mobile stations from 
global satellites, said base stations comprise at least one Wire 
less LAN base station, and the position of said Wireless LAN 
base station is determined from the positions of the mobile 
stations in communication with said Wireless LAN base sta 
tion, using Wireless LAN signals. 

13. The method of claim 12 wherein the Wireless LAN 
base station comprises a WiFi access point. 

14. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the step of 
receiving a signal from said base station to said mobile station 
includes measuring signal path delays of the signals transmit 
ted between the base station and the mobile stations to deter 
mine distances between the base station and the mobile sta 
tions. 

15. The method of claim 14 wherein said step of receiving 
a signal comprises measuring the time difference of arrival of 
said signal using TDOA system. 

16. The method as claimed in claim 15 wherein said step of 
measuring the time difference of arrival comprises measuring 
a phase shift using an AFLT system. 

17. The method of claim 14 wherein said step of receiving 
a signal comprises measuring the time of arrival of said signal 
using a TOA system. 

18. The method of claim 14 wherein said step of receiving 
a signal comprises measuring the round trip delay of said 
signal between said base station and said mobile station. 

19. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of comparing 
said calibration information comprises calculating a distance 
from said mobile station(s) to said base station. 

20. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of comparing 
said calibration information comprises determining an error 
in the distance from said mobile station(s) to said base station. 

21. The method of claim 1 wherein said step of calibrating 
the position of said base station comprises updating almanac 
information associated with said base station. 

22. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the position 
of the base station antenna determined from the positions of 
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the mobile stations is compared to a position for the base 
station contained in a base station almanac in order to Verify 
the position for the base station contained in the base station 
almanac. 

23. A wireless communication network comprising: 
a. a plurality of base stations, each having a unique loca 

tion; 
b. a BTS calibration server networked with said plurality of 

base stations; 
c. a plurality of calibration-enabled mobile stations wire 

lessly communicating with at least one of said base 
stations, each of said calibration-enabled mobile sta 
tions having a BTS calibration program and a position 
location system for determining its position, and a 
means for receiving a signal from said base station to 
said mobile station; 

d. means for requesting calibration information from at 
least one of said calibration-enabled mobile stations in 
communication with a base station; 

e. means for determining if the mobile station is authorized 
to communicate calibration information, wherein said 
BTS calibration program provides privacy settings 
stored in said mobile station to indicate authorization to 
provide calibration information, and said means for 
determining if the mobile station is authorized to com 
municate calibration information farther comprises 
checking said privacy settings to Verify that the mobile 
station is authorized to provide calibration information; 

f means for transmitting calibration information indicative 
of said position and said signal from said mobile station 
(s) to the BTS calibration server; 

g. a base station almanac networked with said plurality of 
base stations and said BTS calibration server; and 

h. means, in said BTS calibration server, for calculating a 
distance from said mobile station(s) to said base station, 
comparing it with base station almanac information 
associated with said base station, and calibrating the 
position of said base station responsive thereto. 

24. The network as claimed in claim 23, wherein the posi 
tion location system comprises a TDOA system for measur 
ing distance. 

25. The network as claimed in claim 23, wherein the posi 
tion location system comprises a RTD System for measuring 
distance. 

26. The network as claimed in claim 23, wherein the posi 
tion location system comprises a TOA system for measuring 
distance. 

27. The network as claimed in claim 23, wherein the posi 
tion location system in said mobile stations include global 
satellite receivers, so that the positions of the mobile stations 
can be determined from signals received by the mobile sta 
tions from global satellites. 

28. The network as claimed in claim 23, wherein the posi 
tion location system in said mobile stations include an 
Advanced Forward Link Trilateration (AFLT) system that 
determines the positions of the mobile stations from base 
stations having known positions. 

29. The network as claimed in claim 23, wherein the 
mobile stations comprise hybrid telephone handsets includ 
ing global satellite receivers and AFLT systems. 

30. The network of claim 23, wherein the means for cali 
brating the position of said base station comprises means for 
updating almanac information associated with said base sta 
tion. 
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31. In a wireless communication network that includes a 

plurality of mobile stations in communication with one or 
more base stations, a method of determining a position of a 
base station, comprising: 

a. programming a group of mobile stations with a BTS 
calibration program, thereby providing a plurality of 
calibration-enabled mobile stations wherein each 
mobile station has a user, and wherein said users of said 
calibration-enabled mobile phones utilize the BTS cali 
bration program to create privacy settings to indicate 
authorization to provide calibration information; 

b. providing a BTS calibration server networked with said 
base station: 

c. requesting calibration information from at least one of 
said calibration-enabled mobile stations in communica 
tion with a base station, and determining if the mobile 
station is authorized to communicate calibration infor 
mation, including checking said privacy settings to 
verify that the mobile station is authorized to provide 
calibration information, and if there is no authorization 
then exiting operation before transmitting calibration 
information, otherwise completing operation: 

d. determining a position of said calibration-enabled 
mobile station(s) in communication with said base sta 
tion; 

e. receiving a signal from said base station to said mobile 
station(s) in communication with said base station; 

f. transmitting calibration information indicative of said 
position and said signal from said mobile station(s) to 
the BTS calibration server; and 

g. in said BTS calibration server, comparing the calibration 
information with base stationalmanac information asso 
ciated with said base station, and calibrating the position 
of said base station responsive thereto. 

32. The method as claimed in claim 31, wherein the mobile 
stations have global satellite receivers, and the positions of 
the mobile stations are determined at least in part from signals 
received by the mobile stations from global satellites. 

33. The method as claimed in claim 31, wherein the posi 
tions of the mobile stations are determined at least in part by 
Advanced Forward Link Trilateration (AFLT) of each mobile 
station from base stations having known positions. 

34. The method of claim 31 wherein the base station com 
prises a WiFi access point. 

35. The method of claim 31 wherein said step of comparing 
said calibration information comprises calculating a distance 
from said mobile station(s) to said base station, and determin 
ing an error in the distance from said mobile station(s) to said 
base station. 

36. The method of claim 31 wherein said step of calibrating 
the position of said base station comprises updating almanac 
information associated with said base station. 

37. A method of maintaining accurate base station location 
information in a wireless communications system, compris 
ing. 

receiving, at a mobile station, a request to report location 
calibration information related to at least one base sta 
tion to a base station location calibration server, the 
requested location calibration information including at 
least a location estimate of the mobile station and infor 
mation indicative of the mobile station's distance to the 
at least one base station, 

determining position information sufficient to calculate the 
location estimate of the mobile station, 

determining the information indicative of the mobile sta 
tion's distance to the at least one base station, and 
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sending the requested location calibration information to 
the base station location calibration server. 

38. The method of claim 37, filrther comprising: 
determining whether the mobile station is authorized to 
send the requested calibration information to the base 
station location calibration server, 

wherein the sending step is performed if the mobile station 
is determined to be authorized. 

39. The method of claim 37, wherein the receiving step 
receives the request from a calibration program that is being 
executed on the mobile station. 

40. The method of claim 39, wherein the calibration pro 
gram generates the request in response to a detected event. 

41. The method of claim 40, wherein the detected event 
corresponds to the mobile station being in communication 
with the at least one base station. 

42. The method of claim 37, wherein the receiving step 
receives the request from the base station location calibration 
See F. 

43. The method of claim 37, wherein the at least one base 
station includes a current serving base station of the mobile 
Station. 

44. The method of claim 37, wherein the at least one base 
station includes each base station detected at the mobile 
Station. 

45. The method of claim 37, wherein a position determina 
tion entity (PDE) assists the mobile station in determining the 
location estimate. 

46. The method of claim 37, wherein the mobile station 
determines the location estimate without assistance from a 
position determination entity (PDE). 

47. The method of claim 37, wherein the base station loca 
tion calibration server is separate from a position determi 
nation entity (PDE) that is configured to assist mobile sta 
tions determine their location. 

48. The method of claim 37, wherein the determining the 
location estimate of the mobile station is based on a wide area 
network (WAN) time difference of arrival (TDOA) protocol, a 
satellite position system (SPS) protocol or a hybrid system. 

49. The method of claim 48, wherein the WAN TDOA pro 
tocol corresponds to an Advance Forward Link Trilateration 
(AFLT) protocol, the SPS protocol corresponds to a Global 
Positioning System (GPS) protocol and the hybrid system 
corresponds to a hybrid GPS/AFLT protocol. 

50. The method as claimed in claim 37, wherein the mobile 
station comprises a hybrid telephone handset including a 
global satellite receiver, the position of the mobile station is 
determined from signals received by the mobile station from 
global satellites, said at least one base station comprises at 
least One Wireless LAN base station, and the position of said 
Wireless LAN base station is determined from the position of 
the mobile station in communication with said Wireless LAN 
base station, using Wireless LAN signals. 

51. The method of claim 50, wherein the Wireless LAN base 
station comprises a WiFi access point. 

52. The method of claim 37, wherein the information 
indicative of the mobile station's distance to the at least one 
base station corresponds is determined based on (i) measur 
ing a phase shift in One or more downlink pilot signals from 
the at least one base station in accordance with an Advance 
Forward Link Trilateration (AFLT) protocol, (ii) measuring a 
time of arrival (TOA) of one or more downlink signals in 
accordance with a TOA protocol, and/or (iii) measuring a 
round-trip delay of one or more signals exchanged between 
the mobile station and the at least one base station. 

53. The method of claim 37, wherein the sending step 
includes: 
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22 
establishing a dedicated base station calibration session 

with the base station location calibration server for the 
primary purpose of sending the requested calibration 
information. 

54. A method of maintaining accurate base station location 
information in a wireless communications system, compris 
ing. 

receiving, at a base station location calibration server, 
location calibration information related to at least one 
base station, the location calibration information 
including at least a location estimate of One or more 
mobile stations and information indicative of the One or 
more mobile stations' distance to at least one base sta 
tion, 

determining a location of the at least one base station 
based at least in part on the received location calibra 
tion information, 

selectively updating a record of the at least one base sta 
tion's location within a base station almanac based on 
the determined location of the at least one base station, 
the base station almanac configured to store locations of 
base stations of a wireless communication system. 

55. The method of claim 54, wherein the location calibra 
tion information is sent from the One or more mobile stations 
responsive to a request initiated by a calibration program that 
is being executed on the One or more mobile stations. 

56. The method of claim 54, filrther comprising: 
sending a request for the location calibration information 

to each of the One or more mobile stations, 
wherein the receiving step receives the location calibration 

information from the One or more mobile stations in 
response to the request. 

57. The method of claim 54, wherein the at least one base 
station includes a current serving base station of one or more 
mobile stations. 

58. The method of claim 57, wherein the at least one base 
station includes each base station detected by the One or more 
mobile stations. 

59. The method of claim 54, wherein the location estimate 
of the mobile station is based on a wide area network (WAN) 
time difference of arrival (TDOA) protocol, a satellite posi 
tion system (SPS) protocol or a hybrid system. 

60. The method of claim 59, wherein the WAN TDOA pro 
tocol corresponds to an Advance Forward Link Trilateration 
(AFLT) protocol, the SPS protocol corresponds to a Global 
Positioning System (GPS) protocol and the hybrid system 
corresponds to a hybrid GPS/AFLT protocol. 

61. The method of claim 54, wherein the information 
indicative of the mobile station's distance to the at least one 
base station corresponds is based on (i) a phase shift in One or 
more downlink pilot signals from the at least one base station 
as measured at the One or more mobile stations in accordance 
with an Advance Forward Link Trilateration (AFLT) proto 
col, (ii) a time of arrival (TOA) of one or more downlink 
signals as measured at the One or more mobile stations in 
accordance with a TOA protocol, and/or (iii) a round-trip 
delay of one or more signals exchanged between the mobile 
station and the at least one base station. 

62. The method of claim 54, wherein the sending step 
includes: 

establishing a dedicated base station calibration session 
with the One or more mobile stations for the primary 
purpose of receiving the requested calibration informa 
tion. 

63. The method of claim 54, wherein the determining step 
determines the location of the at least one base station based 
on multiple instances of the location calibration information, 
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such that the location estimate of the at least one base station 
is triangulated from multiple indications of a given mobile 
station's distance to a given base station from a particular 
geographic location. 

64. The method of claim 63, wherein the multiple instances 
of the location calibration information are either (i) received 
from the same mobile station at different locations, (ii) from 
different mobile stations at different locations, (iii) or a com 
bination thereof. 

65. The method of claim 54, wherein the selectively updat 
ing step includes: 

comparing the determined location of the at least one base 
station with a previously stored location of the at least 
One base station in the base station almanac, and 

replacing the previously stored location of the record with 
the determined location based at least in part on the 
Comparing Step. 

66. The method of claim 54, wherein the base station loca 
tion calibration server is separate from a position determi 
nation entity (PDE) that is configured to assist mobile sta 
tions determine their location. 

67. The method as claimed in claim 54, wherein the One or 
more mobile stations comprise a hybrid telephone handset 
including a global satellite receiver; the position of the One or 
more mobile stations are determined from signals received by 
the One or more mobile stations from global satellites, said at 
least one base station comprises at least One Wireless LAN 
base station, and the position of said Wireless LAN base 
station is determined from the position of the mobile station in 
communication with said Wireless LAN base station, using 
Wireless LAN signals. 

68. The method of claim 67, wherein the Wireless LAN base 
station comprises a WiFi access point. 

69. The method of claim 54, wherein the location of the at 
least one base station that is determined by the determining 
step corresponds to a geographical position of the at least one 
base station. 

70. A mobile station in a wireless communications system, 
comprising: 

means for receiving a request to report location calibration 
information of at least one base station to a base station 
location calibration server; the requested location cali 
bration information including at least a location esti 
mate of the mobile station and information indicative of 
the mobile station's distance to the at least one base 
Station, 

means for determining position information sufficient to 
calculate the location estimate of the mobile station, and 

means for determining the information indicative of the 
mobile station's distance to the at least one base station, 
and 

means for sending the requested location calibration infor 
mation to the base station location calibration server: 

71. A base station location calibration server configured to 
maintain accurate base station location information in a 
wireless communications system, comprising: 

means for receiving location calibration information 
related to at least one base station, the location calibra 
tion information including at least a location estimate of 
One or more mobile stations and information indicative 
of the One or more mobile stations' distance to at least 
One base station, 

means for determining a location of the at least one base 
station based at least in part on the received location 
calibration information, 

means for selectively updating a record of the at least one 
base station's location within a base station almanac 
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based on the determined location of the at least one base 
station, the base station almanac configured to store 
locations of base stations of a wireless communication 
system. 

72. A mobile station in a wireless communications system, 
comprising: 

a receiver configured to receive a request to report location 
calibration information of at least one base station to a 
base station location calibration server, the requested 
location calibration information including at least a 
location estimate of the mobile station and information 
indicative of the mobile station's distance to the at least 
One base station, 

a positioning location system configured to determine 
position information sufficient to calculate the location 
estimate of the mobile station and further configured to 
determine the information indicative of the mobile sta 
tion's distance to the at least one base station, and 

a transmitter configured to send the requested location 
calibration information to the base station location cali 
bration server: 

73. A base station location calibration server configured to 
maintain accurate base station location information in a 
wireless communications system, comprising: 
an interface configured to receive location calibration 

information related to at least one base station, the 
location calibration information including at least a 
location estimate of one or more mobile stations and 
information indicative of the One or more mobile sta 
tions' distance to at least one base station, and 

a processor configured to determine a location of the at 
least one base station based at least in part on the 
received location calibration information and further 
configured to selectively update a record of the at least 
One base station's location within a base station alma 
nac based on the determined location of the at least one 
base station, the base station almanac configured to 
store locations of base stations of a wireless communi 
cation system. 

74. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
comprising instructions, which, when executed by a mobile 
station in a wireless communications system, cause the 
mobile station to perform operations, the instructions com 
prising: 

program code to receive a request to report location cali 
bration information of at least one base station to a base 
station location calibration server; the requested loca 
tion calibration information including at least a location 
estimate of the mobile station and information indicative 
of the mobile station's distance to the at least one base 
Station, 

program code to determine position information sufficient 
to calculate the location estimate of the mobile station, 
and 

program code to determine the information indicative of 
the mobile station's distance to the at least one base 
station, and 

program code to send the requested location calibration 
information to the base station location calibration 
See F. 

75. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
comprising instructions, which, when executed by a base 
station location calibration server configured to maintain 
accurate base station location information in a wireless com 
munications system, cause the base station location calibra 
tion server to perform operations, the instructions compris 
ing. 
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program code to receive location calibration information 
related to at least one base station, the location calibra 
tion information including at least a location estimate of 
One or more mobile stations and information indicative 
of the One or more mobile stations' distance to at least 5 
One base station, 

program code to determine a location of the at least one 
base station based at least in part on the received loca 
tion calibration information, 

program code to selectively update a record of the at least 10 
One base station's location within a base station alma 
nac based on the determined location of the at least one 
base station, the base station almanac configured to 
store locations of base stations of a wireless communi 
cation system. 15 
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